REVELATION

Sapiens IAS is a premier institute for Civil Services Preparation in the country for last 15 yrs. It is a well-known and reputed institute that specializes in “Anthropology optional ” and “Zoology optional coaching classes”. The institute was started in 2004 by Mr. Pradip Sarkar and since then it has successfully experienced an exponential growth in the field of IAS exam.training institutes and has become the reason of success for thousands of students.

Recently, we have come to know that a book on anthropology named after Anthropology Simplified for UPSC Mains by Dr. Vivek Dattatraya Bhasme (Rank 395 -2015) is our regular batch student in 2012. Entire book is a complete copy and paste from Sapiens class notes which is illegal and unethical. His registration form of sapiens IAS is given below:
This fact of unethical and illegal practice is already known to recently taught sapiens students, so we think other students shall also be aware of it. If anyone wants to verify this fact then one can tally sapiens class materials available in the market with the content of the book, ANTHROPOLOGY SIMPLIFIED FOR UPSC MAINS.